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Posted on: 2006/4/29 19:06:29

OK We have been asked about this quite a bit lately so here it goes, I am going to try to answer all
the questions in this post.

No Force was not banned.

Yes we did take over the draw off.

There were multiple reasons why the site admin took over the heromorph Draw off and not all of
them are happy and friendly so I am not going to get into them here. Lets just say the site admin took
a quick vote and it was decided to take control over our own website.

The draw off is just another one of many contests. We were either going to have it discontinued
because many behind the scene things were not working out properly and were not going the way
Most of the Site admin staff wanted them to go, so we voted to take it over rather then shutting it
down.

Yes force was fired and yes he did a good job.

No force does not own the draw off, he also did not create the draw off, and it was started at Bold
after a conversation Biohaz and force had, Biohaz did not have the time for it so Force ran it. The
idea was taken from digitalwebbing and was used for the original bold comics site before it changed 
A link for the original draw off: http://www.digitalwebbing.com/forums/forumdisplay.php?f=18
Hell, the name wasn't even changed from the digital webbing version. 

Force said he was going to continue his draw off for all of you that would like to continue with a Force
run contest

Now you all have 3 contests to try to draw for. That should be three times the fun. Right? And if you
feel that this was a travesty of justice and do not want to participate you do not have to, that is your
choice to make.

Yes there was a fight in the shoutbox; both sides said many very bad things. And feelings were
probably hurt.

Yes Force is e-mailing all the people that participated in the previous Draw off telling them about
being let go. Although we have not seen the e-mail I am sure it isn't a shining endorsement of the site
as Force was not happy that we decided to run all the contests at our own site. But we do wish him
luck with his Draw off

I know the post is kind of blunt and to the point, but really move on already. It is done and over.
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Have a nice day  
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